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Changes in costs and in s~veral effectiveness measures 
due to the introduction of errors into inventory records are 
investigated using Monte Carlo computer simulation of a mul-
tiple item, sin~le warehous~·, single inventory manager in-
ventory system operating under a procurement budget con-
straint. Demands are generated using a "stuttering Poisson" 
stochastic process and transactions are processed on a daily 
basis. Parameters for the stochastic processes are obtained 
from line item input data by the method of moments. Stock 
is reordered using u. s. Navy UICP decision rules; stochas-
tic lead times are generated for each order. Discreoancies 
of various, tYP.es. are introduced at rates reflecting esti-
mates obtained ·from a large naval· supply center. Changes 
in costs due to discrepant records are found t6 be signif-
icantly large. Comments are offered on the selection of a 
measure of effectiveness and i t,s relationship to the deci-
sion making process. Suggestions are made for subsequent 
research . 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 
1.1 Inventory Record Aqcuracy 
It has been asserted that some of the most successful 
applications of operations research techniques have been in 
the field of inventory theory. There is an extensive body 
of literature -in the field, ranging from intuitive guide-
lines for managers to esoteric mathematical treatises. nen-
erally, the problem formulations have as their objective 
the derivation of decision rules to determine when to buy 
stock and how much to buy for the various items in the in-
ventory. The resulting decision rules are applied to the 
inventory through inventory records. For example, in the 
rule "down to four,· order more," we mean that when our ac-
tual on hand inventory falls to a quantity of four, we 
should reorder. In practice we generally do not check the 
physical quantity on hand before reordering; rather, we 
maintain records of our inventory and reorder when our 
records indicate that we are "down to four." 
An inventory manager hopes that there is good corre-
spondence between the state of affairs implied by his rec-
ords and the physical state of affairs in the warehouse. If 
this is not the case, predictions of effectiveness and of 
other results of actions taken based on inventory theorv's 
decision rules, whether homely or sophisticated, may be in-
valid. Accurate inventory records have a certain value to 
the inventory manager; there are, also costs involved in 
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increasing the accuracy of the records. It.seems appropriate 
to investigate not only the allocation of dollar resources 
in a procurement budget versus procurement workload scenario, 
but also the allocation of resources to the improvement of 
record accuracy. The inventory ma.nager typically. is able to 
divert some resources into a physical inventory process 
whereby material is counted, the totals compared with record 
balances, discrepancies investigated and adjustments made to 
the records as appropriate. To date, not much information 
> < ~ . . 
has been available to the inventory manager to assist him 
in deciding how much such physical inventory effort he should 
pursue, or how to conduct it, in order to best perform his 
function. In order to be able to make sensible decisions 
in this matter, one needs to know the costs of op.era ting a 
supply system.which has inaccurate records. We address the 
problem of quantifying these costs. 
There are many possible consequences to inaccuracy of 
records; some are subtle. It is difficult to approach ana-
lytically the problem of quantifying the costs of operating 
an inventory system with inaccurate records. It seems that 
one can treat analytically gross oversimplifications of a 
real system or one can proceed through simulation to study 
experimentally a somewhat more plausible model of a real 
system. We have chosen the latter. 
On the one hand, we have modeled a system of multiple 
items with interactions of members of different families of 
random variables; on the other hand, we wish to study the 
effects of the dependencies introduced when a procurement 
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budget constraint is superimposed on a system using the mod-
ified Wilson economic procurement order rules of the U. s. 
Navy Uniform Inventory Control Point (UICP) system. 
The meaning of "inventory record error" a?)d possible 
measures of error in inventory records are discussed by 
Schrady [l]. Throughout this paper we use the term inven-
tory record error or discrepancy to mean the non-agreement 
of the quantity of an item shown in the appropriate stock 
record to be available for issue with the quantity in the 
warehouse actually available for issue. 
Positive inventory record errors have been defined as 
those where the actual on hand quantity exceeds the record 
quantity; similarly, negative errors describe a condition 
where there is less material available for issue than the 
records indicate [2]. We use this convention. 
1.2 Navy Impact 
For some time the General Accounting Office has ex-
pressed concern with the ability of the armed forces to 
account for inventories of materials [3]. Increasing con-
cern has been exhibited for the impact of stock record inac-
curacies on the ability of U. s. Navy stock points to per-
form their fleet support mission [4]. Recently, the Com-
mander of the U. s. Navy Supply Systems Command elevated 
the inventory record accuracy problem to a position of 
f~rst priority on the "Tough Ten" list of management prob-
le~s in the command. At the time of this report, the prob-
lem is, also, number one on the "Top 20" list of the Chief 
of Naval Material. 
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1.3 Generation of and Discovery of' Errors 
Dis.crep~ncies _are generated in inventory records 
through .. actions which cause changes in the physical quan.:... · 
tity o;f material and those actions which cause changes in 
~ - . '. . ,' . ; 
the record. on-hand quantity. In particula,r, discrepancies 
are introduced. in the p~ocesses of receiving and issuing 
material, .as wel.l as by unauthorized re.movals o~ .material 
or unposted receipts of material. Additionally, di~crep­
ancies may be generated in adjustments of records for var-
ious reasons including, conspicuously, _those resulting 
from the physical inventory process. 
Discrepa,ncies .. ~re .discovered in the physical inv_entory 
process as well as by.th~ occurrence of a warehouse denial 
~ ~ .. 
of. an. is~ue request in the case when the records indicate 
that sufficient material is available for issue. Other 
notification of discrepancies may take place through stock 
location audit efforts. 
· In an early study of inventory 'record inaccuracies, 
Rinehart concluded that the policy of conducting. shut-down 
wall-to-wall inventories and then adjusting records to agree 
with the inventory count (without investigation if the value 
of adjustment was less than the cost of an investigation) 
had.produced· about.eighty per cent ·of the errors detected in 
a thorough post-inventory investigation [5]. A subsequent 
investigation of the U. S. Navy Research and Development 
Facility, Bayonne, concluded that the two primary causes for 
inventory record inaccuracies were the physical inventory 
process and normal, imperfect stock point operations [2]. 
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This latter study concluded that immediately after a wall-
to-wall shut down inventory, only about nin~ty per cent of 
the stock records might be correct {with respect, of course, 
to the on hand quantity); the per cent of records accurate 
with respect to this one data field then was £ound to de-
cline at a decreasing rate to an estim~ted figure of about 
seventy per cent at the end of four years. It was then 
hypothesized that seventy per cent was an approximate equi-
librium point for the activity being studied due to the 
corrective action of the various special inventories which 
were taken. The report, also, indicated ~hat the number of 
demands experienced by a stock record is a useful indicator 
of error expectation in the record. 
1.4 Effects of Errors 
A positive error in the record of an item of stock 
tends to cause a reorder to be placed for the item in ques-
tion too soon. Too soon means that ·we might prefer to de-
lay the reorder of this item if we knew the true situation. 
Because we are not aware that we have the discrepant quan-
tity on hand, we may needlessly backorder material. Thus, 
positive errors tend to increase the value of inventory 
carried without increasing the effectiveness attained by the 
stock point. 
Negative errors result in greater risk of running out 
of stock than was believed to exist, for they tend to delay 
reordering. They result in warehouse refus~ls which require 
exceptional treatment in.the processing system and.cause un-
desirable delays'in servicing the customer. 
11 
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These effects seem especially serious in the case of 
severe constrain~s on procurement budgets and long lead 
times for~aterial. In such a case, the spending of money 
in buying stock fcp.:: an. item wit.h positive error may result 
in an.Arsufficiepcy of funds :to reorder another item. Long 
;Lead times may result in lengthy backprders when negative 
' .. " 








2.1 ·General Approach 
We have constructed a modular mathematical model of 
the system and have reduced the model to a FORTRAN IV lan-
guage computer program. We use the Monte Carlo si~tmlation 
technique [6, 7}. Our model simulates ope+ations one day 
at a time and prints reports at specified intervals. Its 
modular nature permits the use of a variety of demand gen-
erators, as well as modifications of the lead-time distribu-
tion assumptions, budget computation and ~vailability pro-
cedures, ordering decision rules, as well as the rate and 
variety of discrepancy generation. For the experiment be-
ing performed, each stock record carries two on hand quan-
tity data fields; one contains the recorded quantity, while 
the other holds the actual quantity on hand,. Reorder ac-
tions are based upon the recorded quantities. Requisition 
arrivals initiate issue action only when the "records" 
indicate that some stock is on hand. The quantity issued, 
however, cannot exceed the actual on-hand quantity. We em-
ploy two pseudo-random number generatorsr one for demand 
generation and the other for all other Monte Carlo require-
ments. Thus we are able to reprod~ce the same random num-
bers in the demand generator in different runs. 
13 
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2.2 System Modeled 
The supply system we have chosen to model operates on 
an issue preposting system so that material is not issued 
from stock unless ~he records indicate that some material 
is available for issue. This system is prevalent at stock 
points of the u. s. N~vy Supply Systemd Command and is in 
contrast to a postposting system in which issues are posted 
to stock.records subsequent to the physical issue of mate-
rial. We treat rec_eipts as being posted and made physically 
avai~able for issue at the same time. The system is treated 
as a single inventory manager, single warehouse, multi-item 
system operating unde~ a procurem~nt budget constraint. All 
. shortages are backo~dered. 
It is believed that the model represents reasonably 
well the processing system at a typical naval stock point. 
The experimen_t~r ha_~ _the experience of duty at two U. S. 
Naval Supply.pepot~ and has some familiarity _wi~h proc~s­
sing .of receipts and issues, having served both ~s ijeceipt 
Control Division Director and Issue Control (and later, Cus-
tomer Servic~) _Pivision Director. 
·' 
Demands (simulated requisitions) are generated in 
~ - . 
accordance with a "stuttering Poisson" stochastic process: 
that ~s, the time between requisition arrivals is distrib-
uted as an exp~nentially distributed random variable, while 
the quantity demanded on an individual requisition is dis-
tributed as a geometrically distributed random variable. 
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2.3 Functional Description of Processing Routines 
During the daily processing routine, the day's receipts 
are batch-posted at the beginning of each day. Next, back-
orders are released for those items having stock on hand. 
Finally, each item is sequentially examine~ to determine 
whether any demands will be received on the current date. 
If so, all such requests are processed in turn. Spot inven-
tories are conducted when there is a warehouse denial, which 
occurs when the actual on-hand quantity is less than the 
attempted issue quantity. Whenever the budget permits and 
the inventory position, defined as the sum of record on-hand 
quantity and quantity on order minus the sum of the quantity 
currently being demanded and the quantity backordered, does 
not exceed the reorder point found in the "CARES ANALYZER'' 
output, an order is placed fo~ the smallest multiple of the 
reorder quantity shown in the same outpu~ which causes the· 
inventory position to exceed the reoFder point. The lead 
times for reorder material are assumed to be random var-
iables, normally distributed with mean given by the "CARES 
ANALYZER" output and with standard deviation equal to .29 
times the mean lead time, Lead times are truncated, in any 
case, to be not less than one day or more than 2.74 times 
the mean lead time. If there are insufficient uncommitted 
funds in the procurement budget to provide for an order, no 
order is placed. Additionally, 9n the first day of eac~ 
year, after the new budget has been receiv~d, each stock 
record is scanned and reorders are placed in multiples of 
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the item reorder quantity as needed to raise the inventory 
position above the reorder point, provided the new budget so 
permits. 
Discrepancies are introduced by Monte Carlo mechanisms 
'· 
in the processes of issuing and receiving material. Ini-
....... •. 
tially, all records a~ree with the actual situation. Discrep-
~ -. ~: . ·, 
ancies may be resolved through the mechanism of a "spot in-
"""~ ·~ . 
ventory" which is taken to mean a physical inventory of a 
single line item. Discrepancies are introduced in the course 
of accomplishing issues, receipts or spot inventories. Dis-
... ,. : 
crepancies occur in a number of varieties, at parameterized 
--, .. 
relative rates simulating those experienced at a large u. S. 
i ' 
Naval Supply Center. The spot inventory correction rate is 
,. •. _ •. '1 • 
.. 
similarly parameterized. Statistics are accumulated on unit 
days backordered, requisition fill effectiveness, unit-days 
' . )' ··• 
stock held, number of procurement orders initiated, number 
of receipts processed, number of spot inventories taken, num-
·~ . . ·' ..... -. 
. \ • ... ·-' ..:~ 
ber of warehouse refusals, number of discrepancies ·generated 
i 
or corrected in the processes of issuing, receiving or in-
ventorying, and value of stock procurements. 
2 • 4: Main Program Control System 
· The inves,tigator is aware of ·two general approaches to 
main program control1 ·o.f computer simulation which might have 
been used. in .·the current problem. The first approach has 
been called· 11 event-stb'ren and is somewhat similar in approach 
to maintaining a :stack of work items in a multi-level incom-
ing basket containing-one work item per level. Whenever a 
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new work item is to be added to the stack, one must decide 
where in the stack it should be ins~rted and then insert that 
item and move items that will be done s'Qbseqµent to the new 
i te~ to positions one s.tep farther removed from the to:o •. 
Work items are performed only after they reach the top of the 
basket. As one might imagine, quite a. bit of shuffling might 
.. result if several thousand items were to be stored • 
. The second approach is somewhat like. ~aintaining a list 
of work items on a calendar pad Or\ the date ·they a:r;e to be 
performed. . Whenever a new work item is to be stored for fu-
ture action, it is listed on the page· O·f the calendar pad 
corresponding to the day on which the flCtion i.s to· take place •. 
Each day the items to be performed op that dflY are executed 
in some arbitrary sequence. This second concept has been 
called "time step" program control.. It hC\S a disadvantage 
~n that the whole sheet of the qalendar ~ad must be scanned 
each time step unit whether or not any work is to be done 
that day. 
The technique finally selected was a combination of a 
modified event-store. control on requisit;;.ion process.ing, stor-
ing only the computed time of the next requisition arrival in 
each . Eitock record, and time s.tep on receipt processing and 
main program control. 
2.5 Discrepancy Generation and Correction 
In using the Monte Carlo simulation. technique, whenever 
material is received, a pseudorandom number is·generated. 
The value of this number determines first of all whether the 
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quantity actually received is greater than, or less than, the 
quantity·ordered by·."a specified percentage; the resulting 
quantity thus computed to be physically received is truncated 
to an integer value ·and posted accurately to the record on-
hand field as well as ·the actual on-hand field of the· item 
record .. If the· correct quantity was received, the random num-
ber determines' whether it is posted accurately to the record 
on-hand quantity ·,'field. Provision is made for posting the 
·.correct quan:tit~/ ·to ·a:n incorrect record, determined at random 
by the .. val'ue, of the random ·number. The relative frequency of 
each of ,·these· occurrences as well as the percentage devia-
tions of a quantity received are controlled through parameters 
which remairt'fi~ed throughout each run. The same set of 
parameters·· governs such events for all i terns in the inventory. 
· Somewhat· similarly, in the issue process the random num-
ber· determines whether the correct quantity is issued, 
whether·riothing is.actually issued or whether the quantity 
issued varies from the requisition quantity by variqus 
amounts of either·underissue or overissue. Againr relative 
magnitudes ·and relative frequencies are determined by system 
parameters 'which are held fixed over .a run. 
In the spot inventory process, the randqm number deter-
mines whether the spot inventory being conducted results in 
the record .,on~hand. quantity being set equal to the actual on-
hand quantity or whether the discrepancy remains unaffected 
by the spot inventory. 
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2.6 Budget Constraint Treatment 
The procurement budget is believed to be the primary con-
straint perceived by the military inventory manager. The con-
straint is seen to affect the reorder decision rules in two 
ways. First of all, the constraint is reflected in the deci-
sion rules (such as reorder quantity and reorder point) used 
by the inventory mapager. A second effect of the constraint 
is a familiar vernal phenomenon -- no dollars are availabie 
for stock procurement. It was desired to include in the model 
th~ capability of observing both manifestations of the pro-
curement budget constraint. A single parameter controls the 
number of dollars available by acting as a multiplicative 
constant which is then multiplied times the value of mean 
forecast annual demand, computed from the input data. A sin-
gle setting of this parameter was used through the experi-
ments which were performed. Each run of the experiments de-
scribed in Chapter 3 operated with the ~ame demand para.IJ'leters, 
same starting point and same budget. The range of dates when 
the budget balance was first insufficient to fund an indica-
ted buy varied from (considering that the simulation com-
menced at the start of a fiscal year, on 1 July) a simulated 
19th of February at the earliest through the end of June 
(meaning, in the latter instance, that there was always enough 
money uncommitted to order the indicated order quantity when 
we hit a reorder point). The average of day 309 f9und in 





. ' . . '} 
3.1 .Description.of Runs 
Two e.xpe_r~ments were conducted using the model discussed 
.in Chapter 2. Th~ firs~ sou9ht tp simulate operations for a 
peFiod of _fi ye ye~rs in o~der to. measure .the decline o~ rec-
ord accuracy with time, and to compare. attained effectiveness 
and costs ,w:i::th those of an .e.rror-free. system., In the other 
experiment,_, we explo.re the impact on second year costs and 
eff7ctiveness measures of the perfect conductipg of a com-
plete physical_inyentory at the beginning of the second year. 
The ·:firp'I;- .experiment consisted of simulating five years 
qperations. of a~ inventory of one hundred items. Initially, 
each. record accurately reflects the asset situation. A 
bu~ge:t: for. procurement of stock is made available at the be-
ginning of. each, year. At the. end of each year, the records 
are printed.along.with summary statistics. Five years were 
thus simula.ted. The experiment was repeated with three dif-
ferent parameter sets incl.uding one (IA) which caused pe.rfect 
ac?u~acy of operations, a second set (IB) reflecting those 
me~9u:i;-~d an.d estimat~c;l: at a J,.arge U. S. Naval Supply Center, 
and, a, ._th~~rc:l set .. (IC) caus,ing different discrepancies (of the 
same relat~ye frequencies) to be.generated at twice the rate 
. . . , . . . . . 
. of th~- s~cond, ,set.. Three replica~ions using different ran-
dom number_ sequences w~re ~btained~ 
The second experiment gathered data on various perform-
ance indices during a simulated two years of operations in 
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which the same random numbers were used in three passes. In' 
the first pass (IIA) , the parameters were set to insure that 
no reco~d discrepancies would occur.. In the second (IIB) and: 
third passes (IIC) , t~e parameters were those of our. simulated 
naval .supply cente_r; distinguishing the second and third 
passes is the decision in the second pass to conduct a com-
.. plete physical inventory at the beginning of the second_ year 
. while the third pass wa.s conducted, as in the first, experi-
ment, without such all-items inventories. Th~ complete phys-
ical inventory was assumed to be conducted without error so 
that records were all accurate at the beginning of the second 
y~ar. 
3~2 Data Sotirces 
· Data for the individual records was obtained'by·making 
two replications of i tern data taken from the· fifty (lH;.... · 
cognizance) u. s. Navy ships repair parts estimated to re-
quiJ;e ·the. greatest procurem~nt expenditure in :the yea·r fol-
lowing a 26 September 1967 run of the "CAR.ES ANALYZER" pro-
gram at the U. s. Navy Fleet Material Support Office, 
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania.. The two paramete;rs needed to 
describe the individual "stuttering Poisson" stochastic :oroc-
·'es's are obta.ined 'by the. method of equating probabj,listic mo-
ments using the estimates of mean item. demand in a quarter, 
mean lead times, and standard, deviation. of demand in a lead 
time obtained from the "CARES ANALYZER". output. Results 
given by Parzen [8] for the first two central probabilistic 
moments of a compound Poisson stochastic process provide the 
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necessary mathematica~ formula for computing the value of the 
parameters to be used. In general, each line ~tern will have 
different parameters. A more complete d~scussion of tech-
niques used may be found in Appendix A. 
It is emphasized that the input data is taken from a 
(non-ra.Ii\dom) select group of items with a demand history in-
dicating that they place very high monetary requirements on 
the inventory system. Additionally, the selection implies 
that their system asset position at the beginning of the 
simulation ·was relatively low. 
Through the cooperation of the Commanding Officer of the 
large U, S. Naval Supply Center in Oakland, California and 
particularly the Quqlity Control Division Director, Mr. 
Robei;t E. Ca_rter, estimates of the rates of introduction of 
discrepancie~ in stock records were obtained. These esti-
mates.included principally the rates attained in the proc-
esses of receiving_and.issuing material, and included such 
data-.as the estimated.frequency of P,Osting a receipt to the 
wrong .record, over-issuing .by an amount of between ten and 
twenty per_cent in excess of the correct qu~ntity, etc. 
· lP.. our simulated "normal" supply center,. the following 




,Spot inv~ntory corrects discrepancy .97 
Receipt processed perfectly .96 
Receipt posted to randomly selected record .01 
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Event 
Receipt of less than documented 
Receipt of more than documented 
Issue conducted perfectly 













In Table I, we observe an.error rate varying in time 
much as was hypothesized by the U. s. Navy Research and Devel-
opment Facility, Bayonne [2]. We observe that errors in-
creased somewhat more rapidly and did not level off so quickly 
as extrapolated by the Bayonne study. The items in our :study 
tended to be unusually active items; with errors introduced 
by receipts and issues, we expect faster growth of error rate 
in our sample than in a typical inventory, as may be inferred 
from the Bayonne report. We conducted spot inventories on a 
minimal level. Added investment in inventory effort should 
slow the increase in error rate and tend to raise the equilib-
rium error rate. We started with completely accurate records; 
this factor would tend to make our results artificially fa-
vorable. We believe that the net effect may be to make our 
attained accuracy figures move toward equilibrium slightly 
faster than a typical system conducting physical inventories 
on the same basis. It was especially interesting to note 
that of the individual records which were not in error, about 
sixty per cent indicated a correct balance of zero. This is 
not surprising since we conducted spot inventories only upon 
having a warehouse refusal. 
In Experiment I, we also measured changes in various 
cost and effectiveness indices. In every experimental run., 
the error-free system outperformed the imperfect systems in 
the first year; similarly, in all but one run, the same rank-
ing was observed in the second year. 
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TABI.E I 
SUMMARY RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT I {average of 3 reolications) 
Five Year Summary Figures Standard 
Measures: 
i reqns filled completely 
# reqns processed 
# reqns filled at least 
part~ally 
# warehouse refusals 
# stock reorders placed 
Value of actual inventory 
at year end 
Average inventory held 
Day budget constraint 
first active 
Average units backordered 
# spot; inv~ntories 
conducted 
Per cent records accurate 


































































Standard figures given are for avera9e year over the three 
replications. 
~erformance indices used are the quQtient of the average per-
formance of the parameter set over the three replications 
divided by the ~erformance of the er~or-free system if the 
latter is not zero; otherwise the divisor is one. 
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Over the five year period of Experiment I, the requisi-
tion fill rate was cut between three and four per cent by. 
having the NSC operation parameters, ~hile the o~-hand in-
. ' ~ ' 
. . . 
ventory increased by some 30 per cent. The procurement 
budget constraint was felt about one week earlie~ than the 
perfectly accura~e system, and the grand total of unit-days 
backordered increased on the order of half a per cent. 
Turning to Table II. we see that having perfectly accu-
rate records at ~he start of the second year enabled our NSC 
system to cut a aecrea~e 6f eight and one half per cent.in 
requisitions filled to six·per cent under the perfectly ac-
curate sys~em. The increase ~n unit-days backordered over 
. '·. 
the accurate system was cut from six and one half oer cent to 
under five and one half per cent. The day procurement funds 
became inadequate to fund an indicate;d procurement was post-
poned by about nine days while the average on-hand inventory 
dropped by five per cent. The average on-hand inventory in 
i ' 
the seconGI. year was cut five· I?er cent by the perfect: physical 
. _, 













SUMMARY RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT II 
Measure 
# reqns filled upon 
i;eceipt -
ft reqns filled at least 
partially · 
# warehouse refusals 
# µnits backo.rdered 
Day budget constraint 
.first active 
# receipts in the year 
# stock reorders .. in the. 
year 
Value actual inventory at 
the end of the year 
Average on hand inventory 
value 
# spot inventories 
conducted 
# complete inventories 
conducted 
Per cent records accurate 




































































































The total ~nventory contained 1()0 items. A total of ····-·-·· 
11,629 requisitions were processed in :each runf counting bath 
·replications. 
Performance indices used are,· the quotiept of th~ ~verage per-
· formance of the run over.the two repli.cations divided by the 
performance of the error-free system if the latter is not 
zero; otherwise the divisor is qne. 
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CHAPTER 5 
OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
"'\ ~ .. : . : •• 1 ' 
!..."'· ··.•• ........ 
5.1 Observations 
... 
A sizeable in,crease in actual on-hand inventory in runs 
. IB and IC may be noted in Table 1 of Chapter 4. Explana:fion 
-lies in the inherent advantage of an issue postpostin~ ~ys-
tem over an issue ,preposting system with_ r~spect to, inven:tory 
.. · . : ' 
record accuracy, a'11 other things being equal. In an issue 
.! • 
. i;:>peposting system,~ the errors discovered without spec~al in-
·! ' 
ventory .:e'ffort seem to be negative errors which are dis·cov-
. . . 
,er~d by ·\'larehouse _;refusal of the issue request. An is·sue 
~o~tposti~g ~yste~ ~ill discover pojitive ·error~ by g~net~ting 
• ! ~ 
negative. _o_n-hand balances and will discover negative errors 
' '..,.·. 
by ·refusal's 'of issues when the records show a positive bal-
· ance so ·long as ail demands are recorded. The key difference 
in the syst~ms is the fact that with issue preposting, the 
physical stock level is not checked in the routine 'course of 
business unless the records indicate·stock is on hand. This 
phenomenon aqcounts for the sizeable increase in actual on-
. . ~l 
hand inventory of ·an imperfect preposting system over ape-
riod of time even when an equal number of over-issues and 
~- ' ~ ~ t • :· ~ ~·;:. ~. f " 
under.;...issues 'is ··m.aae·~ _; 
A management tool which should be simple to implement, 
c~~ap _'to use, ax:iq P~C?\tide ·a payof:f when it· is most needed has 
suggested itselr by the observation that on the order.of 
forty per cent of the inaccurate records may have a zero bal-
ance on the record when there is actually material on hand • 
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, ;_. ':: 
A spot inventory rule based on a zerq baiance inventory has 
b~en used and discarded by the Navyf No qoul:>t the fact that 
once a zero balance is attaine~ it remains a zero balance as 
more requisitions are received ~ntil such time as material 
is received, had something to do with the d~oppinq of this 
trigger. It is proposed that rather tlian flaq a spot inven-
tory, the computer flag material rele~se documents on which 
a quantity is issued which draws the record on~hand quantity 
down to zero. ~he warehouseman ~akj..ng 1'-he aqtual breakout of 
material will know whether there are m9re bolts in the bin, 
or whatever, and could then request a spot iµventory if a 
discrepancy is indicated. Such a policy might be used with 
care on pilferable items. 
5.2 Measures of Effectiveness and Decision-Making 
In a dec.ision situation, an. executive tries to weigh the 
potential results of his feasible alternate courses of action. 
ae must arrive at some balance of costs ~nd beneficial ef~ 
fects. If an action has a number of different effects, each 
of which is of importance to the decision~maker, there may be 
cases when one or more beneficial effects may be increased 
only at the expense of other effects for a giMen cost. More 
formally, there may be many efficient (in tqe economic sense) 
decisions. An analyst may seek to determine those efficient 
decisions whose anticipated results are equally acceptable to 
the executive, and which simultaneously are pr~ferred to all 
other decisions (called optimal decisions). In order that 
the implted ranking may be accqmplished by the analyst, he 
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must know the relative desirability to the executiv~_of all 
... -~. . r~ ·>·~; ........ J. :Y:...':' i.:. ,:: • .:.. ::, . - . .: • '· : •. ; 
possible combinations of different levels of the various . 
• r ..:, \ ':· - ~·~. - • t.. · 
beneficial effects. In utility theoretic terms, the analyst 
' \ •: .. ~ I 
• • : • • • ' ~· .,.,f • 
• ; j. 
know the. relev·ant pref~rence surface of the executive. 
•. ~·: .~~~l ;:. : ) . ~~-, ·-.· ··-··· ' .. ·.~ •• ~ •••. '. ' 
must 
In performing sys~ems analysi~, one typica~ly chooses a 
. ~·:·~.-·-~i - ~ . ,• ';' ' .· ·· .. ~ 
measure of effectiveness or objective function through.:wh.ich 
-:_.>t::~ _ .. .., •. ;"" ·.~r::-·~_: .. · .... · ~- .. , ' . .. : .. ,. .. >..·~· 
one mathematically evaluates the utility or disutility 9~ the 
' . , . : . i ~:-.;..,; :).J .. , ... . : •· ... ·.- ' • - ... : .. . . • ... ·_ . - . 
various combinations of different levels of the anticipat,ed 
• -~1 .... -;. ' , . ;., ~ . ·' ·. 
effects of the decisions. T~e solution_ thus produced by, the 
' ,;. .. ~. ~ '. ... 
analyst and ,~1-~_imed as optimal ~ay th.en be optima~ so :f:ar. as 
... ~- .. . '• 
the measure of effectiveness is conc~rned, subject to the con-
.. _; !- _7: :-~.,~ ~ i 1: ~- ....... -· "'~ • j 4,. • : " 
straints imposed by the analyst. The E;!Xecutive _may be able 
'· - .. ! _. _, ; ~ ,._ • ·~·--" _. -~ • • • . . . l . 
to determine that the measure of effectiveness chosen is.an 
inadequate reflection of his relevant preference surface or 
that~ the constraints'•'1mpo'sed by the analyst are not the con-
~;:'; strain ts' governing 'the. actual ·problem. In such a case, the 
. ii··: .executive' may. throw· out th-e analysis, require a reassessment· 
by:, the:~·~aria-Jiy"St; hi:rre: ·a dLfferent analyst, or, at the· least, 
.. make .-a>decis±on· 'whiYe ·having· significant unanswered questions. 
. ·.· Foi:J example·, -in ~n inventory cdntr-61 environment', the 
selected· measure of;· effectiveriess:·mfght be to maximize' the 
··expected numbe.r of requisitions :filled, or to minimize the 
· ... , expected· .the e.Xpected ... :nuinber ·of unit days backordered, ·~ o'r to 
maximize :the: expected· value· of sales, or t6 minimize 'the~· ex-
pected number' o.f,,_reorders, or to ·tnaximize the expected number 
of· units-. <Sold; or to~ minimize· the average value of inven"t6ry 
held, etc:; .Similarly:, we might find a large set of constraints 
which could be· applied. 
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If an executive is asked to chqose a ltle'asure of effec-
tiveness from the examples above, he likely Will. want to hedge. 
··He realizes that improving some of ~em at the expense of 
others may be undesirable; the implicit ~ade~offs among the 
measures are perceived, but dimly. 
A common approach is to add constrain~s at some arbitrary 
level for those measures not selected for the measure of ef-
fectiveness. For example, one might attempt ~o minimize the 
expected number of unit days backordered subject to con-
' 
straints on the procurement budget and on eX-pected number 9f 
requisitions filled, and so on. Alterpatively, one might 
attempt unconstrained optimization of several diffe;rent meas-
ures of effectiveness and di$play the qecision rules and the 
various projected effects for the executive. Additionally, 
one could successively employ varioµs levels of constraints 
and observe the resultant effects. For instance, one might 
first attempt to minimize total annua~ variable costs sub-
ject to a constraint on number of e,q>ected backorders per 
year. Then, one might add a procurement budget constraint 
' ' 
and soive this problem. Next, one might constrain the ex-
pected annual sales to be at least some assigned value. sue-
cessively, we insure that our solutipn has fewer possibilities 
of being unacceptable because of some perfqrmance index which 
is at an intolerable level. 
The diehard economist may insist that we can impute dol-
lar value to incommensurables involv~d in a decision so that 
the decision rules used will minimize total annual variable 
costs for such a system. Indeed, the calculation of imputed 
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aollar costs can be of value to an executive faced with a 
• '_}-.- ~ : •-.,. •_;,,,,. :~ '. -~ .·' .. }~. ~ ;.·_· .. \'.,, • •·• .··:,.;· ~ • " ' ! • , • ~}...· 
multiplicity of f:r:a,gmented budgets _with _which to operate his 
~ . ' . - . ~ ·. ~. ' ., .l ,.. ".: -~- ·. ~- ·. . ' -. . ~: i: : ' . .. . ' ;·: ; ) . ; 
organization. The results of these calculations may suggest 
- -:: .· .· ;- . ": ~ . ; ·~ , ~.i. ' •, ·-. ..·:; . . . ' 't -~ : . '·. ' . • . . ' - . 
opportuni_ t_ies ,.f.o,r *s:av:i,ngs ~h.roug11 re_str~cturing ~is budgets 
, , r • : • • ' r • ~" -I • _ .., , .... , f_ . .t_ • • • , ·, : • ~ • • ' • • • , , , ~ 
and removing some artificial const:i:::aints in favor of greater 
\ •• • •. • ) '> • • ••• ' 'i . • , .:., ' I 
ecqpo:rny .. ,0~1 ,oJ?.,:r:~1:.t<J~ · .. ': .· ., .. 
.. .I.t .. may b~ u_ndesirable to h_ave. the analyst assign dollar 
... ~ ·: '._. . _ .. ~ ' ..... -. ~~ . . ;, .. 
costs to significant .incommensurable factors in an analysis 
-· ... : . •.. t ' )\_ ·-·· .. :· '~ --~~> ' ·, .... -.: ·'-· '~ . .;· . \ • • 
~nd_ pr~s~i:~ .ttf:·T.~ ~~~c,'?~~ve wi t~,.:deci_sion "r~les wh~c~. ~-~-~ . 
c.l.~Jrne<I .. tp, bE?. op_tim~A (wi-t;.h, r~spect to the assumptions of the 
• • _; \_ ._ ·1 .... "'- • .• - ... .;.,;.1 -• ·, 'e •.. •· . " . ····• • ' 
.c:i-na~ys~_} • ~at?/~,r f .. 1~ t ~i_s rec~mmen:d_ed that the _analyst. attempt 
to provid~ ~he executive with a set of several efficient 
·' . . . .. ~.\--~ . -·~~ ~-.... · :· ', .. . . . . ' 
alt:ernatives,. displaying_fqr him the trade-9ffs among impor-
. -": \- - . ~--~ r !. . ' ., -: . ;.. . • .. .: -,,< ,.. . . . • .. .. , 
tant ,i~diqes of_ ,expe.cted performance. 'fhus, the executive 
: . • • ~ '\ ,~~ . • - .. . ; ."i . ; . ' . 
can have more t~an rubber stamp or dart-throwing importance 
• 1 ·::··~ •~;_·.,;~· '·~~ ~•w 0 ~'"; ~•! .· •'. ! ' • ~ 
in the de~ision~ma.king proce~s, and the resultant decisions 
·.·.~ -:~~: J'{:' :.~ .. -:-"·,, .... - . ~ - ~· ,' ·• · •. ··. ·.'.. .i' 
. trad~-:-.offs ,m_ay _be ye:r:y }~ea~ly optimal from the executive,' s 
·\ . .,.! '··-'·f· 4 ! .. ·.. ., •.•.• , ,. -" '· . ' . . .. , 
. point of view. . . 
~ ."\ !'·"'" . ~ ; .' .. :"~":.· ""''-,' 
Consider for a moment a homely illustration. Suppose 
! ~ .'· ~ : 
you have a ~:!-m~ and wai;i~. to buy a candy bar. Perhaps . you 
ha~e \~st~~'~:~~ a frie11d ~~l _,the .desirable prope,rties of a 
, ca~<1¥ ~a~ ,}~.~t: ¥.~u- .~~~~~d th~~k of .~- milk chocol~te x?i~ht be 
p:r::e~,~rre.4 ~o"".~~a1~. ,chocolate'· a~.monds to peanuts_, any kind of 
chocolate might be preferred to peanut butter fl~vor, and so 
forth:. In the one case, your friend might carefully analyze 
' "' . ' . . . 
the ~o.nte~ts of the available candy bars, impute values to 
~ • • ' '. . " • ~ ~' • . • l ~ • 
them, s~. l}P. ~~e. values .of "the various ingr.edi~nts, choose 
the c~nqy b~r ;~i~~ the great~st comp~t~d value, _and buy_ it 
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for you. In the other case, your friend might narrow t;he 
field to three or four likely candidates by using you;r ex-
pressed desires and give you a c~oice of the few thus se;... 
iected. It is believed that the latter procedure will gen-
erally result in a better decision: in any case~ it may pre-
vent the purchase of a coconut bar to which you are allergic, 
but which allergy you forgot to: mention to yo~r friend. 
5.3 Conclusions 
Because of the difficulties involved in assigning rel-
ative values to the various measures of performance* we have 
designed the experiment in such a manner that different 
valuations may be applied and costed out, if desired. We 
would calculate or impute average order costs, hplding cost 
rates and shortage costs as well as physical inventory costs, 
multiply each cost factor by the ~ifference in pe~formance 
attained, and sum these quantities to get inventory system 
costs. 
For the sake of example, the average changes in effec~ 
tiveness observed in the various run~ wer~ priced out at 
$42.00* per stock reorder, holding cos~ rate of ~15* per dol-
lar year of inventory held, shortage costs of $10.00* per 
requisition not filled when it hits the sysiem, free spot 
inventories, and both the rates of one cent and ten cents 
penalty for every day a unit is backordered~ 
In the first experiment, over a five year period of time, 
additional costs of $224,400 were inqurred in run IB over run 
*Again, from "CARES ·ANALYZER" outputs 
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IA, with a daily shortage cost of one cent per unit day. 
. .... . -! 
At 
.,, ....•. 
a dime per unit, the additional cost priced out at $951,300. 
Using the srune pricing system on the results of the sec-
ond experiment resulted in additional costs in runs II B and 
,.\ 
II c of $3900, at on~ cent per unit.backordered each day or 
$20,800 at a dime per unit, for the first year. The second 
. ~ - .. 
year of run II B incurred additional costs of $17,200 at one 
cent and $189,000 at ten cents. In the second year, run II C 
incurred additional costs of $26,800 at one cent and $234,400 
· ·at one dime, ·over' run II A. 
· To ·sUrnfnai:Tze ," · - --
naily Shortage Rate . 
$ • 01 
1_;5 u 
r. B · l>-5 · U + $224,400.00 
'II 'A- -. · T'···· W 
2 y 
II B 1 
2 
II C · ,,- ' l· 
·; •. t' 
. -·.• - - . 
w + $3900.00 ·-
y + $17,200.00 
w + $3900.00 
y + $26,800.00 
$ .10 
v 
v + $951,300.00 
x 
z 
x + $20,800.00 
z + $189~000.00 
x + $20,800.00 
z + $234,400.00 
If the above valuations of performance degradation are 
" ( ~ 
accepte~ by an executive, he might conclude that inventory 
record i~accuracy was sufficiently expensive that he would ex-
plore various means of investing resources in controlling in-
ventory record inaccuracy in such a manner that the costs of 
the control system would not exceed the ranges of costs sum-
marized above. It is suggested that simulation of various 
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control systems superimposed on an inventory system such as 
the one modeled in this system would be useful in predicting 
costs and benefits of various proposed systems. Considering 
the low costs of simulation with h~gh-speed computers and 
the stakes involved in running a. real inventory system, such 
research seems justified. · 
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CHAPTER 6 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
It would be desirable to have an opportunity to compare 
the demand patterns produced by the "stuttering Poisson" proc-
ess with empirical data. Unfortunately, most data on demand 
collected by the Navy deals with the quantity demanded in a 
period of time, usually a quarter year. In order to realis-
tically simulate requisition processing and its impact on a 
supply activity, one needs to know more about the distribu-
tion of quantity demanded on a requisition. It does not seem 
realistic to model demand processes generating high average 
quarterly demands as having an average of one item demanded 
per requisition. Such is not consistent with our experience 
and may confound optimization attempts. Certainly, state-
ments concerning requisitions fill effectiveness are sensi-
tive to the distribution of the quantity demanded per requi-
sition. It would be a relatively simple process to accumu-
late data on inter-arrival time and requisition quantity, 
but it is a laborious task to obtain past data by poring 
through old transaction ledgers. It is noted that Mr. B. 
Roseman, Director Inventory Research Office, Army Material 
Command Logistic Systems Support Center mentioned in a recent 
seminar at the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School that his office 
has found the "stuttering Poisson" to provide a good fit for 
many of the items of their interest. 
The inventory simulator lends itself· to generalization 
to a multi-echelon multi-warehouse system simulator with one 





procurement budget constraints. Running time on the IBM 360-
67 computer at the u. -s. Naval Postgraduate School is about 
seven minutes including about one minute for compi+ing. The 
requisition size_ computations using the geometric distribution 
account for about one third of the running time, with another 
third used in the daily ~earch of the receipt due file which, 
as currently programmed, involves 2500 comparisons per day. 
In five years, we have made over 4.6 million equality checks 
in this program segment. Run time on Experiment II was three 
and one-half minutes including compilation time. The simu~ 
lator should be useful in the evaluation of various spot in-
ventory trigger schemes. For this experiment, it might be 
desirable to have several hundred items, thus forming a 
larger and more representative sample inventory •. 
Periodic reviews could readily be incorporated in the 
model, thus providing for opportunities to stµdy the efficacy 
of different forecasting techniqu~s as well as various order 
rules~ Handling of the budget might be made more realistic 
by providing a variable budget based on such factors as sales 
in the past period and current inventory position. It is 
easy to provide for trends in mean demands on both an item 
basis, and an inventory basis. An interesting experiment 
might be conducted with an inventory in which the mean demand 
of most items is increasing while the mean demand of other 
items is decreasing. The relationship of effectiveness meas-
ures to procurement budget levels might be explored along 
with the repercussions of delay in providing a budget when 
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The Stochastic Process Assumed to Underlie ~ Demand Process 
Let the total quantity of item i demanded up to time t be de-
Ni (t) 
noted by x. (t) and let x. (t)= l Y.n' in which Y .. is the 
i i n=l i in 
d h th · 't' f it ' d N (t) quantity demande on t e n requisi ion or . em 1 an i 
is the number of requisitions received up to time t. 
We assume {Ni(t), t ~ O} to be a Poisson process and we as-
sume {Y. , n=l, 2, ••• ,N. (t)} to be a family of independent in 1 
identically distributed random variables ~~stributed geomet-
rically with probability pass function · 
y-1 Py(y) ="p(l-p) for y:::1,2, .••• 
= o, otherwise 
The time between occurrences of requisition receipts for item 
i is distributed as an exponentially distributed random var-
iable under the Poisson arrival a~sumpt'ion. The density .func-
tion is given by 
fT(t) = ve-vt for t > 0 
= .o, otherwise. 
A stochastic process such as {X(t)} is ·termed a compound 
Poisson process; the particular compounding with a geometric 
distl;'ibution is sometimes called a "stuttering Poisson" pro9-
ess. It is shown by Parzen [8] that the compound Poisson 
process {X(t), t ~ O} has the following prope~ties: 
.<I> (u) = evt(<PY. (u)-l) 
x. (t) i 
J. 
where <PY. (u) is the common characteristic functiqn of th.e 
J. 
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independent, identically distributed random variables {Y. } 
· in 
and v. is the mean rate of occurrence of the event that a 
i 
requisition is received for item i; additionally, 
E [X: ({) ] = v. tE [Y. ] 
i i i 
Var[X. (t)] - v.tE[Y~] ]. i l, 
.. CovC~i (s) ,,Xi (t)] vi E [Y~]min (s ,t) 
We observe that· the mean/variance ratio of X. (t) is 
i 
E CY. ]/E [Y~] 
i i 
Empirical estimates of data needed to compute mean/variance 
ratios of X. (t) are contained in the output of the CARES AN-
i 
ALYZER for time t equal to one leadtime estimate. It seems 
reasonable to hypothesize a distribution for Y. which can as-
i 
sume the empirically estimated mean/variance ratios and which 
assumes values with positive probability only on the positive 
integers. The geometric distribution met these criteria and 
was selected. Note that 
and 
1 E [Y.] = 
i P· i 
(1-p.) + 1 
.. E [Y ~] = ___ i,,,,__ __ 
i 2 
pi 
In computing parameters to· be ·used for an individual stock 
record we need to pick \J. and p ,'. for each i tern. We do this 
i i 
by using the method of moments and the estimates of mean and 
standard deviation of demand in a lead time. For example, 
if we have an estimate µ. of mean demand in a quarter and if 
i 
our estimate' ·o:f the lead time is :r i quarters, then: we estimate 
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the mean demand in a lead time byµ. =r ... If we then have an 
J.; l. 
estimate of a. of the· standa;rd deviation of d¢mand it\ a lead. 
l. 
time we estimate the variance of quantity demarided in a lead 
time by cr~ =· (a.) 2 • Since E[X(t)] =_pvt,. dropping subscripts, 
l. l. 
and VAR[X(t)] = vt 2 ; P, we estimate g l;>y p = 2/(l+a 2 /(iii))· 
p 
and v by v = i'i(2/(l+cr 2 /(iii))) .. These estimat~s are computed 
and sto~ed in ea~h stock record and are Uf;led in the computa-
tion of requisitio:q. inter-arrival. times @d req~sition quan-
tities for the various i~ems. 
EXAMPLE: FSN lH 2050-395-4300 
estimated lead time in days = 3.9 x 90 = 351 
estimated mean demand in lead time= 81.8· x l.~O = 319.02 
estimated variance of quantity demanded in a lead time is 
(87.8) 2 = 7708.84 
so~= 2/(1 + c1100.04;319.02}> = 21<1 + a4.1641> = .. 0194 
and v = 81 • 8 ~ 0 o 794 > = .0722 in units'. of frequis'itions per 
day) 
.0794 is then stored in field 16 and .07~2 is stored in field 
17 of the stock record of FSN lH 2-050-395-4~00. 
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APPENDIX B 
FORTRAN IV PROGRAM LISTING 

















































DIMENSION RECORDll000,201,TRCPTl2l2500lf 1FSCllOOOl!IFllNllOOO• RECORDll,Jl REFERS TO THE JTH FIE D OF HE STOCK R~CO~D Of THE ITH 
ITEM. THE FIELDS HOLD THE FOLLOWING DATA 1-BLANKf 2-UNfT PRICE. 
~=~~E~~~D~~s~A~~R~g~~llT~~A~rt~~~:~R~~R~~~0P8V~~! 1 q!~elNn~5~ATERLY 
DEMAND~ 10-MEAN LEAD TIMEt 11-TEME OF RECEIPT OF NEXT REOUfSlllOK 
12-ITEM ACTIVITY COUNTER! 13- QUANTITY ISSUED SO FAR EXCLUDING BACKORDER RELE SES1 14-TOTAt OlUNTlTY DEMANDED SO FAR1 .. 
15-STANDARD DEVIATION OF LEAo TIME DEMAND, l~-OEMANO PARAlltETER P~ 
17-DEMAND PARAMETER NU, 18-NUM8ER OF UNIT-DAYS BACKOROERED SO FAR, 
19 AND 20 ARE CURRENTLY UNASSIGNED. 
IFSClll HOLDS THE FSC GROUP ANO CLASS OF THE ITH ITEM. · FllNlll HOLDS THE FEDERAL ITEM IOENTIFlCATION NUMBER OF ITE~ I. 
TRCPTllfJI HOLDS THE INDEX OF ARRAY RECORDCl~J1 WHICH IS SCHEDULED TO RECE VE A REORDER QUANTITY ON THE DATE CONT JNEO IN TRCPTl2oJI 
VARIABLE NAME ASSIGNMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS ONOW IS THE QUANTITY 
DEMANDED ON THE REQUISITION CURRENTLY BEING PROCESSED1 VSB HOLOS THE VALUE OF STOCK BOUGHT SO FAR, NOP HOLDS THE NUMBER OF ORDERS 
PLACED SO FAR, TODAY HOLDS THE CURRENT DATE BEJNG SIMULATEDt BETAOl THROUGH BETA 20 ARE SYSTEM PARAMETERS, WHRF HOLDS THE NUMBER OF WAREHOUSE REFUSALS SO FAR1 IPI HOLDS THE NUMBER OF REQUISITIONS 
INITIALLY GIVEN PARTIAL FILL~l IFULLI HOLDS THE NUMBER OF REQNS . 
FILLED WITHOUT BACKORDERING, NDAYS HOLDS THE NUMBER OF DAYS REING SIMULATED, NREC HOLDS THE NUMBER OF ITEM RECORDS JN THE SIMUlATION,NRCPT 
HOLDS THE NUMBER OF RECEIPTS PROCESSED SO FAR, NERRCT HOLDS THF 
NUMBER OF ERRORS GENERATED SO FAR IN PROCESSING RECEIPTSf NERSP1 HOLDS THE NUMBER OF ERRORS HADE IN SPOT INVENTORIES~ NSP HOLDS . 
THE NUMBER OF PHYSICAL ITEM INVENTORIES TAKEN, VOOOHA HOLDS THE 
VALUE IN DOLLAR DAYS OF ACTUAL INVENTORY HELO, VDDOHR HOLDS THE 
~~b~~R 1 ~FD~~~~~s?~l3N~Fp:fiE~~~EAN~5Ni~~i ~~~YsuN~6lo~0~~~ ~tl~AER 
~~"~~~0~~ A~l~088~~~A~81~~RA~NT~~K~~&1~~~~asoFNV~iss~2b~~TI~ij, 
VOHR HOLDS THE cuqRENT DOLLAR VALUE OF RECORD ON HANOtt VOHA HOLDS 
+~~ ~8~~~~To~0~5t~A~~Lg5R~~N~t~u~~A?~A~~~DF8~A~il~~ls~08~EIT~g~?s 
88EL~~LeiLi~Eo~u~~~~Ng~ ~~ 1~AR!Y~AE~~~o~grn~DtH~A58Lr~h05Arn~ OF STOCK 
ISSUED WITHOUT CONSIDERING BACKORDER RELEASES. INITIALIZE CONSTANTS AND READ JN DATA QNOW • o. 
VSB • O. 
NOP • 0 
IWHRF "' 0 IPI • 0 
IFULLI • 0 
VOH = O. 
NRCPT "' 0 NERRCT • 0 
NERSPI • 0 
NSPI • 0 VDDOHA a O. 
VDDOHR • O. 
JUMP 1 • 1 
NHIT " 0 NERISU • 0 
TODAY • 1.0 
DO 110 I • 1,100 
DO 110 J " 1,20 RECORDll,JI = O.O 
DO 111 I "' 1, 2 
DO 111 J - l,250D TRCPTCl1JI • O.O 
RN • RNolOI 
RN "' RNGIOI 
RN • RNDl5001 RN • RNGl500 
READ 100fNREC{ANOAYS1NDUES FORMAT I l01F O.O,llul 
PRINT 101,NREC, ANDAYS 
l~g~~~Jlb~~r'NUHBER OF STOCK RECORDS •,110,2ox,•NUMSER DAYS SJMUlA 
DO 102 I • l NREC 
READ 103,IFStlll11FllNIIltlRECORDllrJ),J•2tlO, 
FORMATll6(171lX1Fl0.2,6F6.01FB.2,F5.21 READ 104, RF.~ORull1Kl1K•ll,lOI 
FORMATIF~.2t3F4.0,F8.z,5F4.0I CONTINUE • 
1~~~~0~~ 5 ~~t!~~!·R~+:Y~: 0~~~~i1~E~~~~{~~T:g~,r~!Ag~f~il!0~eTA15! 
1~8~~l~'c~6i!!JJ BETA18, BETA19, BETA20 · 
~gA~ 0to41TR~P~?~;~l,TRCPTIZ,JI 
FORMAT I ZFl0.01 
COMPUTE DEMAND DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS ANO TIME OF INITIAL OEHANO 
~~M~~ 1- 1 REC~~~Ri~,101•qo. 
TEHP2 =RECORD II{lOl•RECORDll,91 
TEMP3 = RECORDllr 51**2 
TEMP4 • TEMP3/TEHP2 + l.O RECOROII,lhl • 2.ITEHP4 
~~i~~g~~o}1!161!~~~f:~ic~~g~~ol1!{X~M: 1 .9999 
RN= RNDlll 
RECOROII,111 •TODAY -ll./RECORDIJ,17ll•ALOr.fRNI CONTINUE 
BATCH PROCESS TODAYS RECEIPTS 
K • 1 IFITRCPTC2,Kl.EQ.TODAYI GO TO 201 
K " K + 1 IFIK.GE.25001 GO TO 24q 
GO TO 202 
RN • RNGCl I TEMPHI • AETA02 + AETAD3 
TEMP3 • TRCPTll,Kl 
I • INTITEMP3) 
IFIRN.LE.TEMPHII NERRCT • NERRCT + l IFIRN.LE.BETA021 r.o TO 204 
IFIBETA02.LT.RN.AND.RN.LE.TEHPHJI GO TO 205 
RECOROll,41 • RECORDll,41 + RECORDll,71 RECORDll,3 = RECORDII,3 + RECOROII,7 
RECOROll,51 • RECORDII151 - RECORDII,71 VOH • VOH + IRECOROll,rl•RECORDIJ,211 
NRCPT = NRCPT + 1 
TRCPTll,KI • O.O 
TRCPTl2fKI • O.O 




































RECORD(I,41· • RECORDII,4) + RECORDll~71 
ANREC = NREC · TEMP= llANREC•IRN - BETA02)1/BETA031 + 1. 
INDEX • INTITEHPl RECORDIINDEX 131 • RECORDllNDEX,31 ~ RECORDII,71 GO TO 206 · . 
RN • RN/BETAOZ IFIRN.LE.BETA041 GO TO 207 Q • RECORD! lt71 Q • 11. - BE A051•Q Q = AI NTICI RECORDII 13l • RECORDII,3) + Q RECORDII 141 = RECORDII,41 + Q GO TO 206 Q = RECOROllt7) Q = 11. + BE A061•Q . Q • AINTIOI RECORDll,31 • RECORDll,3) + Q 
RECORDII 1 41 • RECORDll,4) + Q GO fO 20b . 
~~~El~~EBACKORDE0RS. SEGMENT . 
DO 250 l " 11NREC ' .. IFIRECORDll,,l.GT.O •• ANO.RECORDII,61.GT.O.I GO TO 251 
GO TO 250 lFIRECORDII 1 61.LE 1 RECOROll,31) GO TO 252 TEMPl • RECuRDl!,,I 
GO TO· 256 
TEHPl = RECOROll16I 
IFITEMP1.LE.RECOKDII 14jl GO TO 253 TEMP2 = TEMPl - RECORD I,41 
lWHRF = IWHRF + 1 
TEMP3 • TEMPl - TEMP2 lFITEMPl.- TEMPZ.GT.O.I GO TO 254 
RN • RNGlll 
NSPI • NSPI + 1 . 
IFIRN.LE.BETAOll GO TO 255 
NERSPI = NERSPI + l 
RECORDll,41 GO TO 250 RECORDll,31 





GET BUDGET SEGMENT 
IFIJUMPl.NE.11 GO TO 453 







DO 451 JBUD • l,NREC BUDGET= BUDGET+ IBETA20 * RECORDIJBU0,211*14.•IRECOROIJAUD,9111 
PRINT 452,TOOAY,RUDGET FORMATl/1lOX, 1 BUDGET RECEIVED ON DAY•,F7.o,• 1s•,Ft4.2, 1 DOLL 
lARS' I JUMP2 = 0 
JUlllPl = 0 
CONTINUE DAY CNE REORDER SEGMENT 
DO 457 I = l,NREC 
TEMPl = RECORDll131 + RECORDII,51 - RECORDll,61 
IFITEMPl.GT.RECOKDII,811 GO TO 457 
IFIBUDGET.LT.RECOROII{21•RECORDII1711 GO TO 457 
RECOROII 151 •RECORD! !51 + RECORulI 17l VSB = VSB + RECORDII,7 •RECDROII,21 
NOP = NOP + l RUDGET =BUDGET - RECDROII,2l•RECORDII 171 
AI = I 
J = 1 
IFITRCPT{l,Jl.EQ.O.I GO TO 459 J = J + 
IFIJ.EQ.25001 GO TO 460 GO TO 458 
PRINT 461 
~~~=ATl10X, 1 DAY ONE REORDER RECEIPT DUE FILE OVERLOAD') 
TRCPTll,JI = Al 
TEMPl = RECORDll,101•90. 
DAY ONE BUY STOCHASTIC LEAO TIME GENERATOR 
TEMPN = O.O 
DO 462 INDEXN = 1,12 
TEMPN = TEMPN + RNGlll 
TEMPN = TEMPN - 6.0 
TEMPS = 0.0 
TEMPS = TEMPl + TEMPl * .29 * TEMPN 
IFITEMP5.LT.1.0l TEMPS= 1.0 
TEMPS = TEMPS + TODAY 
TEMP5 • AINTITEMP51 
TRCPTl2,JI = TEMPS 
GO TO 463 
CONTINUE 
OEMAND ANO ISSUE SEGMENT 
DO 301 I = 11NREC QUIT = TODAY + 1. 
IFITODAY.LE.RECOROII,111.ANO.RECORD(l,l\l.LT.OUITl GO TO 302 GO TO 301 
RN = RNDI 11 
ZAP= l.O- RECOROII,161 
ZAPl = 1.0 !SUM = 0 
TEMP= RECORD(l,161 QNCW = O. 
NH IT = NH IT + l 
IFIRN - TEMPI 304,304 1303 QNGW = QNOW + l.O 
GO TO .306 QNCW = ONOW + 1.0 
IFIQNOW.GE.10000.1 GO TO 306 
ZAPl = ZAPl*ZAP 
IFIZAPl.LE.l.E-601 GO TO 306 
~BM~0= 3 ~~MP +ZAP *RECORDII,161 CONTINUE 
RECORD(l,141 = RECORD(l,141 + CNOW 
RECORDll1121 = RECOROII 12) + 1. 
TEMPl = ~ECORDll,3) + R~COROl1 1 51 - RECORDll,6) - QNOW IFITEMPl.GT.RECORDll,811 GO TO 307 





































lFl~UOGET.LT.RECORDllf2l•REtOROCl 1711GO TO 4S4 ~~~o~o~~&s! iR~~ij~~~i.i~\•iR~~ij~~~l!~J\ 
NOP • NOP + 1 · 
BUDGET• BUDGET ~ RECOROCJ,21•RECOROII,71 
Al • 1 
J .. 1 
IFCTRCPTCl,Jl.EQ.O.I GO TO 323 
J • J + 1 
1FCJ.GE.2SOOI GO TO 324 
GO TO 322 
IFCJUMP2.EQ.Ol GO TO 4SS 
GO TO 307 
~~A~Irt~611ox!9gMGET CONSTR.AINT ACTIVE ON on•. Fl0.01 
JUMP2 = GO TO 307 
PRINT 32S 
FORMATClOX,•RECEIPT DUE FILE OVERLOADll 
STOP 
TRCPTll,JI " Al 
TEMPl • CRECOROClf1011•90. STOCHASTIC LEAD T ME GENERATOR SEGMENT 
TEMPN " O.O 00 327 INOEXN • lol2 
TEMPN = TEMPN + RNGlll 
TEMPN = TEMPN - 6.0 
TEMPS = O.O TEMPS= TEMPl + TEMPl•C.291•TEMPN 
~Hi~"~sr~~p~"Z 1 TbB~~s ~ 1 • 
TEMPS • AINTITEMP51 
TRCPTC2,JI = TEMPS 
GO TO 306 
IFIQNOW.LE.RECOROCI,311 GO TO 308 
TEMPl = RECOROII,31 
GO TO 309 
TEMP 1 • QNOW 
~~~~~~~l:~i.Re~6~8~~!lrt 1 G~ ~~0~10 TEMPl 
le=~~ :: ~~~~~O~lf~~PZ TEMPl R~COROClf61 = RECOROll,61 + TEMP2 
IWHRF • WHRF + l 
NSPI = NSPI + l 
~ijC2RR~Alfl = RECOROll,31 - TEMP3 
IFIRN.LE.BETAOll GO TO 311 
NERSPI = NERSPI + 1 
GO TO 312 
~~~~~O!lf~~Pi RECOROll ,31 - TEMPl 
TEMP2 = O. GO TO 312 
~ijC2RR~Alfl = RECORD I I,41 
IFIRN.LE.BETA071 GO TO 313 
~5c~~o~~l41 = RECORDCI,41 - TEMP3 
RN = RN/BETA07 NERISU = NERISU + 1 
IFIO •• LE.RN.AND.RN.LE.BETA081 GO TO 314 
TEMP4 " BETAOS + BETA09 
IFIBETA08.LT.RN.AND.RN.LE.TEMP41 GO TO 317 
GO TO 321 
RN = IRN - BETA081/BETA09 
TEMPB = BETAlO + 8ETA11 
IFIRN.LE.BETAlOI GO TO 318 
IFIRN.LE.TEMPBI GO TO 319 
TEMP3 = TEMP3*1lo + BETA161 
GO TO 320 
~n"t~ 32 ~EMP3*Cl. + BETA141 
Ja"~B 32~EMP3*11. + BETA151 RN = RN/BETAOB 
IFIRN.LE.BETA121 GO TO 315 
TEMPA = BETA12 + BETA13 
IFIRN.LE.TEMPAI GO TO 316 
TEMP3 = TEMP3*11. - RETAl91 GO TO 320 . 
TEMP3 = TEMP3 * 11. - BETA181 GO TO 320 
TEHP3 = TEMP3 * 11. - BETA171 TEMP3 = AINTITEMP3) 
RECORDll,41 = RECORDII,41 - TEMP3 
IFIRECORDIIJ41.LT.O.I RECOROII 1 41 = O. RECORDII,13 = RECORDII,131 + 1EMP3 
IFIQNOW.NE.TEMP3.AND.TEHP3.GT.O.I IPI • IPI + l 
IFITEHP3.EQ.QNOWI IFULLI = IFULLI + 1 
RN = RNDll I 
TEMPA·= -11.0/RECORDIIfl711*ALOGIRNI ~BC~~D\~61~1 =RECORD( ,111 + TEHPA 
CONTINUE 
DAILY UPDATE SEGMENT 
DO 3Sl I = l,NREC 
IFIRECORDII,41.LT.D.I RECORDII,41 = D. 
IFIR.ECORDII,31.LT.O.I RECORDll,31 = O. 
IFIRECOROII 061.GT.O.I RECORDl1 1 181 = RECORDll,181 + RFCOROII,~I ~ggg~:: ~gDg~: ! ~~gg~8II:ll:~~gg~g11:~l 
CONTINUE . 
SPECIAL REPORTS SECTION 
IFITOOAY.EQ.365.I JUMPl = l 
IFITOOAY.EQ.730.I JUMPl = l 
IFITOOAY.EQ.1095.IJUMPl = l 
IFITODAY.E0.1460.I JUMPl = l 
IF(JUMPl.EQ.11 GO TO 401 
DAY ENO SECTION 
IFITODAY.GE.ANDAYSI GO TO 401 
TODAY = TODAY + 1. 
GO TO 248 
REPORT GENERATOR SEGMENT . 
PRINT 402 
~gR~~~l}H~·{'~~EEox,•REPORT OF SJMULATION•I 
PRINT 404,IFSCIIl~IFIINIIl,IRECOROII,Jl,J=2,201 ~g~~t~~~/,16,17,9 10.3,ftlOGl0.31 
45 
405 ~~l~ITt~,:1a=~'~5~~~~COF DAYS SIMULATEO•,F6.0,• • NU~RER OF ITEM 
l~~f~fo4ii NOP VSB,TOOAY,IWHRF1IPI,IFULLl~NHIT ~~~~~T164f~~tA!t BETA02 BETA03 BETA04 BETA05fBETA06f8FTA07fRETA08f 
1BETA09 BifA101 BEfAll,BEfA12,BEfA13,REfA14,BE Al5,BE A)6,0E AlT,0E 
406 
2Al8 BEf A 9 BE1A20 407 FOR~ATtt 1 16X,•PARAMETER LIST',20F4.21 PRINT 40~{ VOOOHA1VOOOHR FORMAT!/, ox,•voouHA 1s•, G20.7,•, VODOHR IS 1 .G20.71 408 
UOB = O. 
VALD '" O. 
VFPI • O. 
VOHA = O.O 
VOHR " O.O 00 412 I " 1,NREC VOHA • VOHA + IRECORDII,41*RECORDII,211 
VOHR = VOHR + IRECOROIII31•RECDROII,211 
UDB = UOB + RECORDl1fl8 
412 
VALO = VALO +RECORD I,141•RECOROII,21 
VFPI = VFPI + RECOROIJ,131•RECOROll,21 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 413,VOHAIVOHR 14 2 / 413 FORMAT!// lOX DOLLAR VALUE OF ACTUAL ON HANO STOCK IS $•,F • • 1 
11ox,•oOLLAR v1LUE OF RECORD ON HANO STOCK IS s•,Fl4.21 
PRINT 409{NRCPT{NSPI ~~~~~T1{6{0~i~~c~;~iRSPl,NERISU 409 
410 
416 
FORMATl/ 1 OX,Gl0.41 ~~l~ITtl~x,Y25MBER OF UNIT DAYS BACKOROEREO THUS FAR IS •,Gl4.71 
PRINT 417, VALO,VFPI 417 FORMATllOX •VALUE OF OEMANnS THUS FAR IS s•,F20.21f,lOX1'VALUF OF 
lSTOCK ISSU~D THUS FAR WITHOUT CONSIDERING BACKOROtR RELtASES IS $! 
2 f~~2v 2! TODAY + 1. 
IFITOOAY.LE.ANOAYSI GO TO 248 
PRINT 4111 NOUES 411 FORMATl/ 1ul0.4l'0UES AT BEGINNING OF THE SIMULATION' I 
414 ~~I~f44t5:rkc~Tti;JICTRCPTl2,JlfTRCPTll,J+lltTRCPTl21J+lltTRCPTll1 




NRl = N 
IF(NRlllltllt21 
IXl = 30517 
NRl = NRl + l 
00 49 I = l1NRl 
IYl = 1Xl*6~539 




IYl = IYl + 2147483647 + 1 
RNO = IYl 
49 
RNO = RN0•.4656613 E-9 




NR = N 
10 
IFINRI 10110,20 IX = 30511 
NR = NR + 1 
20 DO 50 I = 11NR IV = I X•65539 
5 
6 
f~l!Ylv5 t62t47483647 + l 
RNG = IV 
50 f~G==I~NG * .4656bl3 E-9 
RETURN 
ENO 
100 1825. 13 
48209651139. 48.30 1160. 1160. 1664. 
• oc o. o. o. 651. 78 o. o. o. o. o. 
47102774656. 1.66 1807. 1807.47434. 
.oo a. o. 0.16153.60 o. o. o. o. o. 
61100569349. 401091.40 1. 1. o. 
.oo o. o. o. .88 o. o. o. o. o. 
20908507777. 649.00 219. 219. o. 
.oc o. o. o. 122.38 o. o. o. o. o. 
o • 832. 2719. 831.45 4.00 
0,23117.46255.23716.59 2.so 
o. 1. o. .20 3,00 
o. 71. 167. 70.92 5.90 
47102893513. 3.0624848.24848. O. 0.13338.22124.13337.SQ 3.40 
.oo o. c. 0.12984.13 o. o. o. o. o. 
45303948472. 226.45 51. 51. 232. o. 116. 237. 115.30 3.20 
.oo o. o. o. 100.15 o. o. o. o. o. 
20905433595. 83.03 282. 282. 606. 
• oo o. o. o. 381.18 o. o. o. o. o. 
20503954300. 225.00 125, 125. 82. O. 82. 197, ~l,R4 3.00 
.oo o. o. o. 87.85 o. o. o. o. o. 
59252582945. 53.30 o. o. 594. 21. 297. 478. 296.72 2.40 
.oo o. o. o. 256.89 o. o. o. o. o. 
20103440728. 456.00 102. 102. o. o. 
• co o. o. o. 35.54 o. o. o. o. o. 
414028988Ql. 265.97 93. 93. 65. 
• oo o. o. o. 89.63 o. o. o. o. 'o. 
49402618415. 26.00 1061. 1061. o. 
o. o. o. o. 424. 33 o.o o. o. o. o. 
42203009929. 1040.00 53. 53. o. 
o. o. o. o. 13.92 o. o. o. o. o. 
61407319144, 3.6618044.18044. o. o. 5763.12765. 5762.05 2.90 
o. o. o. o. 3923.24 o. o. o. o. o. 
41309139430. 464,75 oo. o. o. 
o. o. o. o. 32.17 o. o. o. o. o. 
46203903729. 1547.83 o. o. o. 17. 
o. o. o. o. 81.20 o. o. o. o. o. 
66251968776. 99,50 o. o. o. 2~5. 
o. o. o. o. 79.29 o. o. o. o. o. 
28153432796. 3386,41 5. 5, o. 
c. o. o. o. 26,99 o. o. o. o. o, 
20903684787. 218.34 192. 192. o. o. 
o. o. o. o. 116.75 o. o. o. o. o. 
43203187236. 511.25 174. 174. o. 
o. o. o. o. 41.04 o. o. o. o. o. 
43301630328. 67.69 107. 107. o. 
o. o. o. o. 132.43 o. o. o. o. o. 
43200868592. 809,00 o. o. o. 6, 
o. o. o. o. 25.84 o. o. o. o. o. 
o • 202. 760. 201.06 5.70 
53. 55 • 
o. 65. 103 • 
o. 
o. 21. 20.oo; 3.00 40. 
22. 19. 27.o;2 2.00 28. 
8. o. 
90. 125. 90.00 ~.oo 
o. o. 
63, 92.51 :?,10 
o. 41. 95. 
o. 128. 127.03 3.{10 443. 
12. 11. 
46 
44203903763. 48.22 o. o. 
o. o. o. o. ·109.93 o. o. o. 
20408001411. 1.1466115.66115. 
o. o. o. 0.18897.13 o. o. o. 
67303566867. 7.80 7666.7666. 
o. o. o. o. 1826.27 o. o. o. 
10756918345. 148.00 181. 181. 
o. o. o. o. 66.18 o. o. o. 
34390888986. 2.69 1285. 1285. 
O. O. O. O. 1407. 71 o. O.· o. 
28253836445. 821.00 53. 53. 
o. o. o. o. 16.07 o. o. o. 
66808477621. 423.83 o. o. 
o. o. o. o. 2.39 o. o. o. 
67303417842. 4.25 3013. 3013. 
o. o. o. o. 1737.41 o. o. o. 
45108999837. 00.00 1094. 1094. 
o. o. o. o. 144.56 o. o. o. 
59400803932. 241.00 52. 52. 
o. o. o. o. 26.33 o. o. o. 
47302937481. 1.1613752.13752. 
o. o. o. 0.12678.96 o. o. o. 
44103779737. 38.00 77. 77. 
o. o. o. o. 239.81 o. o. o. 
61053189250. 250.75 104. 104. 
o. o. o. o. 46. 54 o. o. o. 
68302646748. 56.56 1013. 1013. 
o. o. o. o. 266.08 o. o. o. 
66808666136. 2100.00 o. o. 
o. o. o. o. 9.26 o. o. o. 
44108682862. eo.oo 160. 160. 
o. o. o. o. 78. 74 o. o. o. 
28254466643. 182.00 103. 103. 
o. o. o. o. 42.50 o. o. o. 
34332776578. 529.33 135. 135. 
o. o. o. o. 27.52 o. o. o. 
20409690915. 1272.47 o. o. 
o. o. o. o. 37.23 o. o. o. 
34398664149. 3.00 7640. 7640. 
o. o. o. o. 2457.43 o. o. o. 
59905046036. 176.00 o. o. 
O. O. 0. O. 2l.R5 O. O. O. 
20400551128. 284.19 o. o. 
o. o. o. o. 25.0l o. o. 
31109873724. 21.53 1010. 1010. 
o. o. o. o. 375.57 o. o. o. 
44103720897. 3.22 2767. 2767. 
o. o. o. o. 1544.79 o. o. o. 
47309539500. 120.00 1. 1. 
o. o. o. o. 61.03 o. o. o. 
59403512226. 24.94 506. 506. 
o. o. o. o. 302.92 o. o. o. 
59402155959. 9.00 2040. 2040. 
o. o. o. o. 296.29 o. o. o. 
42408987088. 147.50 66. 66. 
o. o. o. o. 51.90 o. o. o. 
48209651139. 48.30 1160. 1160. 
• oo o. o. o. 651. 78 o. o. o. 
47102774656. 1.66 1807. 1807. 
• oo o. o. 0.16153.60 o. o. o. 
61100569349. 401091.40 l. l. 
• oo o. o. o. .ea o. o. o. 
20908507777. 649.00 219. 219. 
• oo o. o. o. 122.38 o. o. o. 
47102893513. 3.0624848.24848. 
• oo o. o. 0.12984.13 o. o. o. 
45303948472. 226.45 51. 51. 
• oo o. o. o. 100.15 o. o. o. 
20905433595. 83.03 282. 282. 
• oo o. o. o. 381.18 o. o. o. 
20503954300. 225.00 125. 125. 
·gg252sa2g45. 00 ~~:~3 °·o. 0 • 8: 
.oo o. o. o. 256.89 o. o. o. 
20103440728. 456.00 102. 102. 
• oo o. o. o. 35.54 o. o. o. 
41402898801. 265.97 93. 93. 
• oo o. o. o. 89.63 o. o. o. 
49402618415. 26.00 1061. 1061. 
o. o. o. o. 424. 33 o. 0 o. o. 
42203009929. 1040.00 53. 53. 
o. o. o. o. 13.92 o. o. o. 
61407319144. 3.6618044.18044. 
o. o. o. o. 3923.24 o. o. o. 
41309139430. 464.75 oo. o. 
o. o. o. o. 32.17 o. o. o. 
46203903729. 1547.83 o. o. 
O. O. O. O. Bl.20 O. O. O. 
66251968776. 99.50 o. o. 
o. o. o. o. 79.29 o. o. o. 
28153432796. 3386.41 5. 5. 
o. o. o. o. 26.99 o. o. o. 
20903684787. 218.34 192. 192. 
o. o. o. o. 116. 75 o. o. o. 
43203187236. 511.25 174. 174. 
o. o. o. o. 41.04 o. o. o. 
43301630328. 67.69 107. 107. 
o. o. o. o. 132.43 o. o. o. 
43200868592. 809.00 o. o. 
o. o. o. o. 25.84 o. o. o. 
44203903763. 48.22 o. o. 
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